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For thousands of years, peoples and cultures of the Abyanáhuac 

continent, from what is now Canada to Tierra del Fuego, constituted a 

single civilization that, isolated from its four contemporary civilizations 

of the Eurasian-African continent, e.g., Egypt, Mesopotamia, India and 

China, were able to maintain almost intact, their consciousness of 

being basis, as human beings and as a single civilization. 

 

All peoples and cultures, different in time and space, were united by 

the same knowledge matrix, not only astronomical, mathematical, 

architectural, engineering, food, medical, but, most essential, united in 

human values and principles, which were manifested in many ways, 

but always maintaining the same root and essence basis that they 

shared over thousands of kilometers and thousands of years. 

Because of the challenge posed by the natural barrier of the Darien 

Gap crossing, between what is now Panama and Colombia, two 

separate spaces of the same civilization developed. To the north, 



peoples and cultures of Anahuac, and to the south, peoples and 

cultures of Tawantinsuyo in the Andes Mountains. Contact between 

these two civilizing spaces was made through the sea. In fact, 

Columbus, in his voyage diary, states that on two occasions he found 

Mayan canoes at high seas with more than eighty oarsmen, which 

implies that the Mayans navigated the high seas, travelling from 

Yucatan to Cuba, and to Santo Domingo and so on, in a &quot;bridge of 

small islands&quot;, until they reached the southern part of the continent 

between what is now Colombia and Venezuela. 

 

Spanish invaders came from the Middle 

Ages and obscurantism, their 

adventure was not driven by a humanist 

or scientific spirit, on the 

contrary, they launched into this 

predatory enterprise by Venice 

bankers and the Vatican high hierarchy, 

the first seeking the 

incorporation of these vast territories 

and peoples for exploitation and 

depredation; and the Vatican’s fundamental objective, the epistemic 

destruction of a civilization that threatened, because of its degree of 

wisdom and knowledge, the power generated by the ignorance 

imposed for ten centuries to the European peoples by the Holy 

 

Inquisition, where people of knowledge, their books and writings were 

burned alive. 



The European invasion-occupation colonization Anahuac during the 

first three centuries had three dogmas; First, those discovered were 

not human beings; Second, they were violent, savage and 

cannibalistic; and Third, they were demonic and idolatrous. And the 

five colonization strategies involved amputation of five cultural 

elements: language, knowledge, memory, spaces and spirituality. 

These forced people to lose their consciousness of being, their 

historical responsibility and their dignity, all this, in order survive. 

 

During the first invasion-occupation 

century, the demographic 

destruction was brutal and 

devastating. It is estimated that, of the 

approximately one hundred million 

people living on the Abyanáhuac 

continent before the invasion, the 

Spanish and Portuguese 

exterminated eighty million human 

beings. The extermination was due 

to diseases brought by Europeans, forced labor and massacres at the 

slightest provocation, to sow terror and impose the colonial process. 

In the new colonial order, Europeans destroyed institutions, laws and 

authorities that had been established over more than three and a half 

thousand years in Tawantinsuyo and Anahuac. In their place they 

imposed, by blood and fire, new authorities, institutions and laws, but 

of a colonial character. These were not designed to maintain and 

promote the development of ancestral peoples and cultures, but on the 



contrary, their destruction, exploitation and depredation. 

The Spanish crown divided the Abyanáhuac continent during the 

colonial period, into viceroyalties and captaincies, fragmenting 

ancestral societies and territories; adapting them to the invaders needs 

and internal policies. Upon achieving political independence, creole 

elites from the Spanish crown in the continent, created their own creole 

countries, &quot;theirs and for them&quot;, excluding ancestral peoples 

and cultures, and atomizing, even more, what was left of the cultural 

regions. 

 

For all these reasons, the continents 

ancestral people, have lost the 

awareness and certainty that we are 

one civilization, with many 

different peoples and cultures, but all 

united by a KNOWLEDGE 

 

MATRIX, which was formed over 7500 

years of through millions of 

people, and who developed an 

eccentric network of deep, amazing 

and diverse knowledge, but with a 

central knowledge matrix, from the 

systematic and reasoned observation of celestial mechanics and 

Mother Earth (Pachamama and Tonantzin), whose early efforts were 

dedicated to solving material challenges of maintaining life, 

communities and cultures, through food systems, health, education 

and community organization. Later on, the challenges of the existence 



transcendence in higher consciousness planes of energy. 

This way of understanding human existence and of all living beings 

that accompany it, solving its challenges and seeking answers to its 

highest aspirations, is what has united us for thousands of years to all 

the peoples and cultures of the continent. 

 

However, today, after five centuries of 

continental destruction and 

alienation of community conscience, 

creole neo-colonizers and their 

masters, owners of international 

money, try to make us believe that 

what unites us, the ancestral peoples 

and their children&#39;s children, is 

the Spanish language, the Catholic 

religion, the political party system, 

the market democracy and the Anglo-

Saxon progress and 

consumption model. 

 

Therefore, they call us Latin American or Ibero-American peoples, but 

that is another lie and imposition from neo-colonizers, because for 

them &quot;America&quot; is the United States and the Americans are 

their citizens. The creole plutocracies, which were created by elites of 

inept, 

corrupt and servile politicians and officials to foreign powers, and who 

have maintained the cultural colonization through their three levels of 

government, private initiatives and the media of all the banana 



countries. Systematically erasing the historical memory and ancestral 

cultural identity, so that people are alien to themselves, to their 

strongest, deepest and most vital roots. 

But, above all, trying to erase consciousness of ancestral peoples and 

their heirs, the notion, security and strength, of all being one group of 

people, a single civilization, totally united in its marvelous and prodigal 

diversity, from Alaska to Tierra del Fuego, from the Inuit to the 

Mapuche people. This continental consciousness of unity, brotherhood 

and historical fraternity, which was built thousands of years before the 

 

European invasion, is one of the 

most important potentials to free 

ourselves from colonization. 

When the Abyanáhuac continent 

people recover their millenary 

historical memory, their 

consciousness of being a single 

civilization, - 

because this will happen sooner 

rather than later, especially due to 

the 

decline and collapse of Western civilization-, the children of the 

children of these prodigal and ancestral lands, will once again flourish 

and bear fruit to the new humanity that will be reborn after the human 

cataclysm at the end of the civilization of death, which today drags the 

darkest forces of humanity. 

 



The values, principles and feelings that drove the continent civilizing 

process, which is one, however diverse it is manifested in its 

pluricultural, multilingual and multiethnic richness, will be reborn with 

greater strength. They never disappeared, simply went back to the 

depths of the souls and hearts of the wisdom and tradition guardians, 

who have always been there, waiting for the moment of their luminous 

revelation. 

 

Therein lies the potential to recover 

ourselves, to wake up from this 

colonization and neo-colonization brutal 

nightmare, to be ourselves 

again, honoring our grandmothers and 

grandfathers, our peoples who 

have known how to resist the pain caused 

by oppression and 

temptation of their modern and predatory, comfortable and polluting life 

project. 

 

Unity in diversity will once again be the bond that unites and 

strengthens us, as individuals, as peoples and as cultures. 

Viceroyalties, captaincies, countries and economic regions will be left 

in the dustbin of history. The Eagle and the Condor will again fly high 

and will be guardians of our souls and hearts. 

The future lies in awareness, responsibility, work and community 

democracy. The recovery of our people’s dignity, towns and cultures is 

the task that we have to initiate. It will not be easy, inertia and 



miserable and backward souls will do their best to block this demand 

and need, not only for the people welfare, but also for the living beings 

that accompany us, our brothers and sisters in life and our beloved 

Mother. 

 

 

Unity in diversity based on conscience, responsibility and dignity. 

 

San Jerónimo, Yahuiche, Atzompa,  
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